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Abstract

It is believed that nonverbal visual information including fa-
cial expressions, facial micro-actions and head movements
plays a significant role in fundamental social communication.
Unfortunately it is regretful that the blind can not achieve
such necessary information. Therefore, we propose a social-
assistant system, Lookine, to help them to go beyond this lim-
itation. For Lookine, we apply the novel techniques including
facial expression recognition, facial action recognition and
head pose estimation, and obey “barrier-free” principles in
our design. In experiments, the algorithm evaluation and us-
er study prove that our system has promising accuracy, good
real-time performance, and great user experience.

Introduction
A series of studies have suggested that nonverbal informa-

tion plays a significant role in many cases (Watanabe et al.
2013). For example, it is nonverbal communication referring
to facial micro-expression and body gestures that serves as a
primary means of not only organizing interpersonal interac-
tions, but also conveying cultural values and building friend-
ship. Unfortunately, for people who have lost their sight,
they can only depend on their hearings to get very limited
information, which leads to much more misunderstanding
or biased judgment in social communication.

According to our survey, only a few institutes start to pay
some attention to social-assistant for the blind, e.g., a newest
project called “Seeing AI” established by Microsoft. How-
ever, what they realize is just to take a photo of somebody
and then recognize several basic facial expressions, which is
not synchronously communication-required. Consequently,
we propose, “Lookine”, which is a social-assistant system
specifically for the blind (see Fig.1).

We combine novel techniques including facial expression
recognition (Valstar et al. 2017), facial action units recogni-
tion (Baltrušaitis, Robinson, and Morency 2016), and head
movement estimation (Yan et al. 2016) to make Lookine can
truly help users to obtain necessary nonverbal visual infor-
mation in communication in real time. Furthermore, in the
design, we obey “barrier-free” principles to make sure that
Lookine can provide users with flexible interaction styles,
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Figure 1: The working mechanism of Lookine

e.g., people can freely select Voice-Feedback or Vibration-
Feedback when in use.

Main contributions of this work are summarized as fol-
lows: (1) Lookine is a tool which not only can help the blind
obtain necessary nonverbal visual information in social com-
munication, but also is easy for users to use and adapt with
to develop nonverbal social skills in daily life. (2) In techni-
cal implementation, we establish Lookine as a online system
to guarantee promising real-time performance.

Technical Implementation
Feature Extraction

First, we use a simple CNN to detect a valid face in a
given picture. Once a valid face is successfully detected, the
network could also make the face aligned for the feature ex-
traction. To reduce the dimensionality of features, we use a
PCA model, which leads to a reduced basis of 1391 dimen-
sions. And these feature vectors will be used in facial action
unit recognition. We use Conditional Local Neural Fields
(CLNF) to implement facial landmark detection, which us-
es advanced point distribution model to capture landmark
shape variations.

Facial Action Unit Recognition
Facial Action Coding System(FACS) is a system to taxon-

omize human facial movements by their appearance on faces
(Dimberg, Thunberg, and Elmehed 2000). In our work, we
train the model based on this to recognize facial movements



Table 1: The recognition accuracy of our algorithm on some
typical units

Precision Recall F1-Measure
Happiness 0.90 0.79 0.84

Disgust 0.91 0.42 0.57
Surprise 0.92 0.96 0.94
Nodding 0.93 0.58 0.72

Head
Shaking

0.92 0.50 0.65

AU4 0.70 0.79 0.75
AU15 0.92 0.50 0.65
AU26 0.56 0.75 0.64

Table 2: The delay of our algorithm on different tasks

Recognition
Tasks

Head
Movement

Action
Units

Facial Ex-
pression

Delay (sec) 0.167 0.167 1.134

specified as 15 facial action units (AUs), e.g., brow raiser
(AU1,AU2), cheek raiser (AU6), etc. With a combination of
extracted features above, we use models based on SVM to
recognize facial action units. In details, we take a strategy
of learning online and use the median value of all feature
vectors as the feature of normal face.

Head Movement Estimation
We extract head pose from the facial landmark feature. In

CLNF model, the 3D representation of facial landmarks are
projected to the image using orthographic camera projec-
tion. Thus we can accurately estimate the head pose includ-
ing the translation and orientation by solving a PnP prob-
lem. Here, n is the number of facial landmarks, and head
pose is stored in the following format: (x, y, z, rx, ry, rz),
in which (x, y, z) is the translation with respect to camera
centre, and (rx, ry, rz) is the rotation in radians around X ,
Y , Z axes. We mainly apply the FSM method, in which we
define“vertical movement” as several consecutive frames in
which rx changes in the same direction. And then a head n-
od formed by another three or more vertical movements with
the style of “up and down” alternately, can be detected.

Experiments
Algorithm Performance We invited 30 volunteers to

participate in the experiment of recognition accuracy. Each
participant was asked to perform specified 15 AUs, 6 fa-
cial expressions and 2 head movements for 3 times. And the
results of the recognition are as shown in Table 1, which
proves that the performance of our algorithm is promising.
For real-time capability, we record the time from taking

images through the camera to obtaining recognition results.
The results can be seen in Table 2, in which we can see that
the delay of the recognition of AUs and head movement are
both within 0.2 seconds.

User Study This part aims to get a comprehensive in-
vestigation of the function satisfaction and user experience

of our product. And we invited 40 blind people which had
an uniform distribution of age and includes congenitally
blind and who became blind later in life from a professional
blind-helping center. Then two groups of comparison exper-
iments and relevant questionnaires were designed for qual-
itative and quantitative analysis. In the first group, testers
were asked to take a five-minutes’ dialogue with the observ-
er, and a video was recorded at the same time. Then they re-
heard the video with Lookine’s support, in which Lookine
analysed the visual concepts and delivered results in Voice-
Feedback. In the second group, testers were asked to take
two dialogues with observers, in which Voice-Feedback and
Vibration-Response were taken as the interaction style re-
spectively. As analysed, results were very promising because
36 participants said they really need this kind of product.
And the average degree of satisfaction for Lookine’s experi-
ence is 4.2 according to the computation (where 0 is the low-
est and 5 is the highest). Furthermore, their preferences of
different interactive modes give us a solid support to choose
the most proper interaction methods, e.g., Voice-Feedback.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed Lookine which can effectively

help the blind to obtain necessary nonverbal visual infor-
mation including facial expressions, facial actions and head
movements to achieve a better social communication. In the
future, we will deploy it on suitable wearable devices.
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